Asus N750JK

Multimedia powerhouses with a brilliant Full HD display
and superb quad-speaker audio








Windows 8 Pro or other editions available
SonicMaster Premium incorporates ICEpower®, Bang & Olufsen technology, and delivers the first-ever notebook quad-speaker
array for realistic cinema-quality surround sound
Ultra-crisp 17.3-inch up to Full HD display with wide viewing angles and anti-glare technology
Powerful 4th generation Intel® Core™ processors and NVIDIA® GeForce®graphics
Durable and stylish metallic finish projects an elegant look and feel

Incredible

Beauty
Elegant aluminum designs and gorgeous wide-view displays
High-quality materials with premium finishes make N Series laptops both stylish and strong. The ripple-effect speaker mesh
projects
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sound
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showcasing
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better
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Up to Full HD displays with wide viewing angles make sharing of content with friends and family easy, while anti-glare coatings
relieve eye strain and reduce fingerprint smudges from multi-touch gestures.
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Incredible

Sound
SonicMaster Premium with quad-speaker array
ASUS SonicMaster audio technology, incorporating ICEpower®, Bang & Olufsen technology, brings you the best-ever laptop
sound. New N Series laptops are the first with a quad-speaker array. This generates spacious and cinematic-quality surround.
And for deep bass, you get the bundled external SonicMaster subwoofer, which pumps out thumping low notes. For flexible
user-controlled and automatic sound tuning, ASUS includes MaxxAudio sound processing tools and the AudioWizard utility.
Easily change sound settings or choose one of several presets based on personal preference: the N Series makes sure
everything sounds better.
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Incredible

Response
Top-speed performance and fast resume
Powerful 4th generation Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 processors accelerate everything you do with seamless multitasking. N Series
has discrete NVIDIA® GeForce® high-performance graphics, too, for enjoying your favourite movies and games rich detail.
ASUS Super Hybrid Engine II technology gives true two-second resume times from sleep mode and two-weeks standby with
automatic data backup for when the battery does eventually run out. All this juicy hardware is cooled by a dual-exhaust rear
venting thermal design that keeps heat and noise to a minimum.



Incredible

Touch
Intuitive fingertip control
Large touchpads also make navigation easy on N Series laptops and exclusive ASUS Smart Gesture technology with full multitouch support for intuitive control with Windows 8. Stylish keyboards feature variable backlighting, too, illuminating on
demand make typing in dark lighting conditions a cinch.



Incredible

Cloud
Your own cloud: store, share, and sync with ease
With ASUS WebStorage, you have easy storage, sharing, and syncing of everything from business presentations to photo
albums and favorite multimedia content. N Series laptops also feature ASUS WebStorage to easily store your files across all
your devices. ASUS MyBitCast application is preinstalled, too, so you can easily sync your content across multiple accounts.

